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Lizee Beth(July 21,1994)
 
I am sixteen years old and I love reading poetry and after studying poetry in
school I decided to try to write my own poem. my teacher thought it was great
so I decided to continue writing. I have over forty poems so far and continuing
writing. I just have the love it takes to write. After I starting poetry I decided to
turn my poems into songs and later then began writing music to them. I enjoy
writing especially about family, I hope you enjoy my writing....
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Daddy Not Here Anymore
 
how much i miss you
could never be told
the days pass me by
and it never grows old
 
the numbness is lifting
mental fog setting itself deep
i feel so incredibly lonely
as i rock myself to sleep
 
me tears barely fall
though the hurt goes that far
i'd do absolutly anything
to go where you are
 
do anything to talk to you
ill never see your beautiful face
words couldnt describe you
nor the impact you had on this place
 
i look at pictures of you
countless memories set in
i wish i could reach you
but theres no way to begin
 
i can no longer touch you
or reach for your hand
im drowning in emptiness
and ill never understand
 
i cant say how i feel
or recognize the pain
fear is breathing within me
can i hold you again?
 
because its not the same
the same with out you around
and i still look around
but you're nowhere to be found
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Lizee Beth
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Darkness
 
I'm swimming all alone in a pool of darkness
and I feel like darkness is slowly pulling me under
I yell for help but no one is there to hear it
I begin to see the water at eye level
and I kick and fail
fighting to stay above the darkness
But the darkness won't let go of its hold on me
and I slowly begin to give in
to the feeling that lies below the water line
the waters starts to fill my lungs
the lungs that once held so much life
yet now they allow the murky water to replace that
I know that this path doesn't lead to happiness
But why doesn't someone grab my hand
pull me from darkness's grasp?
because no one knows I stand at the boundary
the boundary between light and dark
so I give in to the thing that holds me
All of the strength and all of the courage
that I once held in my heart
can't save me from the water
So I slowly slip below the world of conscientiousness
undetected by the occupants of that world
I don't want to fight anymore
I've given into darkness
 
Lizee Beth
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Friends
 
The leaves are green
The clouds are white
My heart is lifted
High up in the sky
The grass is green
With snow here and there
The colors of leaves
Look all bare
My eyes are blue
Maybe even green
The heart is red
My love is true
My head isn’t hurting
No pounding inside
My hands are full
Of all this lust
My friends are loved
And true as one
We make a team
Together as one
The friends afar
Are shaking hands
They say hello
And become their fans
I love my friends
All over again
They are the best
They are the midst
Of all my dreams
I stare off in distance
In search of more
They are my life
They are my breath
I take in their love
The shame and pain
They are all I’ve got
To gain such value
In my life
They are there for me
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In times of need
I turn to them
When I’ve met the time
They colors of the rainbow
So high in the sky
Are also on the faces
As my friends pass on by
They will be near
Shall not be far
They are the reason
For why I’m here
Friends are family
Always there for me
They help me out
Even when not needed
They love and care
They never bail
They never fail
I gain much joy
From their love they share
Always there to care
I love them always
For whom they are
For what they’ve do
And for them alone
They are the best
They come all around
They all are different
But that’s what matters
Their smiles so big
So cheering and bright
They are the best
When needed a light
They need your prayer,
Your friendship most
Friendship is all that counts
It’s the main thing
That sounds in life
It’s the happiest thing
That I have had in my life
And will be for evermore
I love my friends always
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And could never let one go
It would be too hard
For what they all have done
Everything counts
But fighting does not
Fighting brings tears
But love brings delight
I love my friends
For the tears we’ve shed
For the happiness
That we got to share
We love each other
Here and there
We shall not let go
Any year to come
Don’t let go
Just hold on
All will be well
And all will be bright
My life is light
When I have my friends
It is dark and gloomy
When they aren’t around
My days of joy
My days of happiness
Comes around when friends
Are about and around
They comfort me in times
When life gets hard
I love them for caring
All my dreams
Have been made
Some are still waiting for
I know now that
My friends are true
I’ll always love in the future
The times we’ve spent
So long ago
Made me feel
So strong again
You must learn how
To cherish your friends
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Because they’re all you’ve
Really got
I’ll always love my friends!
 
Lizee Beth
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Hidden Love
 
For you my love's been growing
from the day that we first met.
You have always had my heart,
but your heart I could not get.
We became the best of friends
but I kept my love inside,
because I didn't want to take the chance
of having it denied.
And then one day I got the nerve
to tell you how I feel
'cause all the love I had for you
could no longer be concealed.
To my surprise you told me
that you wanted more yourself,
but as friends we grew too close
to take a chance at something else.
You said that I was like your brother
knowing secrets from your past
and if we took a chance as lovers,
then our friendship wouldn't last.
I listened to your words,
but to me they made no sense.
So to try to stop the pain inside
I took up a defense.
I told myself that there are
other fish in the sea,
and a girl would have to be a fool
to deny a guy like me.
I thought I could forget you
in another woman's bed,
but no matter who I slept with
you were always in my head.
And I noticed that no matter
how much I slept around
the love you got so easily
was nowhere to be found.
I couldn't care for anyone
the way I cared for you
and it seemed to me another girl
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was never gonna do.
So without a heart to love with
it makes me quite annoyed
that the friendship that you tried to save
was totally destroyed.
I know you're bound to give your heart
to someone else someday,
so I choose to keep my distance
so I won't stand in your way.
Plus I know that if I were around
I couldn't stand to see
the love that I knew deep inside
should have belonged to me.
So now I can't help wondering
if telling you was wrong.
Should I not have said a thing,
or did I just wait way too long?
I think that if we took a chance
then things could have been great,
but I don't think I should take the blame
because I chose to wait.
To say anyone was wrong or right,
I guess that it depends,
but I think that if you're lovers
then you should start off as friends.
But now we've lost our friendship
and we've gone our separate ways.
I have learned to live without you
and I guess that I'm okay.
However I've forgotten
how to let my feelings show,
and if I'm still in love with you
I guess you'll never know
 
Lizee Beth
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I Heard An Angel Say
 
I thought I saw her face today
in the sparkle of the morning sun
and then I heard the angel say
her work on earth is done
 
I thought I heard her voice today
then laugh her hearty laugh
and then I hear the angel say
there's peace little one at last
 
I thought I felt her touch today
in the breeze that rustled by
and then I hear an angel say
the spirit never dies
 
I thought she had left me
for the stars to far above
and then I hear the angel say
she left you with her love
 
I thought I would miss her
and never find my way
and then I heard the angel say
she's with you everyday
 
Lizee Beth
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I Miss You Daddy
 
my heart use to be filled
with so much hatred towards you
but now your gone
and im not sure what to do
 
i miss your smile
your gentle touch
i miss your laugh
daddy i miss you so much
 
so much i took for granted
id take it back if i could
let go of the bad
and focus on the good
 
i never saw this coming
it took me by suprise
gone without a trace
gone without goodbye
 
Lizee Beth
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In Need Of A Friend
 
If you ever need someone
To talk
I am always near
If you ever feel lost
I’ll be right beside
I love you forever
I like you for always
Together will be
The never ending
If you are ever to sick
I’ll take care of you
If you are ever to scared
I’ll hold you
If the lights ever go out
I’ll hold your hand
When you get cold
I’ll give you my coat
Because I’m here for you
I love you forever
I like you for always
Together will be
The never ending song
Of one’s heart
Of one’s mind
 
Lizee Beth
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Innocent
 
I’ve been holding onto everything that leaves me empty.
Why can’t I just let it go?
It’s so hard to see through, Don’t know how it always gets me.
Or how I got down this road.
I could never do enough.
There’s no way to buy your love.
Cause you’ve already paid for all the things I’ve done.
And you say to me that I’m already innocent.
And I can’t believe you take me as I am.
And I’m on my knees begging for forgiveness.
I know I’m guilty
But you make me innocent
How can you forgive me when you know it’s not the last time?
And you know I’m gonna fall again
Though my hands were dirty
You were the one who died
To cover all my sins
I could never do enough
There’s no way to buy your love
Cause you’ve already paid for all the things I’ve done
You say to me that I’m already innocent
And I can’t believe you take me as I am
And I’m on my knees begging for forgiveness
And I know I’m guilty
But you make me innocent
I know I don’t deserve it
I know I’ll never earn it
So tell me how you can hold me in your arms
And say to me that I’m already innocent
And I can’t believe you take me as I am
And I’m on my knees begging for forgiveness
I know I’m guilty
But you make me innocent
 
Lizee Beth
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It's Hard To Say Goodbye
 
sometimes life deals you an unfair hand
just remember us in every dream
you'll see when you reach the other side of this land
it's not as bas as it always seems
 
when you feel down just give us all a call
we'll always be here for you
we will never let you take a fall
so lean on us when the sky is grey or blue
we promise to always see you through
 
we'll all miss you deeply lizee
but we all in you have faith
remember us even when you're busy
we all promise to keep your friendship safe
 
while your of in Phillie
we'll all still be here, so call
and we'll all still be crazy and silly
we promise to find a way to make you tall (jk)
 
don't be a turtle within a shell
when you leave, stay in touch
we all wish you well
and we all will miss you very much
 
don't you be afraid and don't you cry
be tough and promise to stay strong
we all know its hard to say goodbye
but before you know it you'll be here (home)  where you belong
 
Lizee Beth
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My Dreary Heart
 
My Dreary Heart Feb.3,2011
------------
the sky so high
so dark to sad
the land so plain
the clouds have gone
goodbye to blue
hello to the moon
its so dark
how can I tell
where my heart is now
its all so different
and hard to tell
the story from here
why cant this all just stay
instead they fade away
the dusk at night
finds its fight
and leaves it to us
to find our ways
the waves are to bumpy
its hard to not fall
I have fallen deep down
way below the ground
its so hard to stand back up
to see the sun rise on up
if you come up
it will be more down
and even harder all the time
the sun is so bright
like that sweet smile
but when your'e down
there is a frown
im not sure how
but there is no matter what
how can someone like me and you
go through all this evil pain
its just not right
and nothing makes since
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on to how this could have happened
what made it so bad
that I couldn't stand
was it something, someone
or was it me
I don't know but soon I will
I will find out
what has been causing
all this evil pain,
it just isn't fair
for one to handle a pair
its so hard to tear
and put back together
I cry so hard
but no one hears
am I really that depressing
I feel so empty
so unloved
so forgotten
I just wish I had someone
someone who knows me
someone who cares for me
and someone who loves me
not for who the want me to be
but for who I am
I hate when people judge me
I dont think it's right
people start arguements
when is comes to judging
it can be a real pain
like a pain in the heart
feeling like its falling apart
falling real quickly
not just slipping
but falling like a comet
a comet from the space
full of solid ice
when it falls it shatters
shatters in to a million bits
the heart is so dark
its as dark as the night time sky
my heart is so black
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so dreary inside
this may be the reason
why im so sad every season
it gets to hard
to where I cant stand
I feel so heavy
its just so weird
I hate my heart
especially when its black
my heart gets so heavy
when I talk to family
they must be the reason
to my dreary black heart
why on this earth
should I be here
it isnt a good place
for me or my heart
I should be alone
alone in hell
where my darkness
wont hurt anyone
the only one I could hurt
would be myself, and me alone
why must I feel like this
its so hard for those
around to see me in pain
all they gain
is the pain im in
somehow I spread the pain
and the waves just get rougher
I hope I dont cause to much more
because my friends may not be here
here on earth much longer
the waves will get to rough
to where they overcap and steal my friends
and carry them out to the sea
the brutal, harsh, terrifying sea
seagulls hover the sky
waiting for a friend to leave
they fly up to heaven
while the birds feast
its so traumatic for those who see
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but they wont remember what they saw
they would be to busy
starting a new life
up in heaven with their father
that they use to know through prayer
but now they'll know through death
its hard to believe
but times are hard
and its hard to cross
the stormy waters
you just have to forget about it
the troubles and pains
causes the waves in life
so stay calm, think of the good
think of the bad and all will be sad
for if its good you will be glad
it isnt right to be all down
I never want to see a frown
if I do ill change it around
im sorry for everything
the ups and the downs
I just wish I can fix
everybody problems
without hurting myself
its just so stressful
to keep everything up
it weakens me down
to my worst
im not exactly sure what I mean
but somewhere inside I do
you may not understand this reading
but to me its really touching
and opening to the heart
this is bringing tears to my eyes
and tightening to my chest and throat
its hard to breath
and water is building in my eyes
I wish I knew what is going on
and why this is
is this all true and real
or is it fake
if it is fake, will I cry a lake
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I dont want to but it is very so I might
I just think I might have to
it may be the best for me and for you
if I let out all the pain through cries
will it make my life different
but I don't know how it will help you
how should I live through this
or should I ask how can I
I want to be able to be with friends
and to have a good family
and to have a nice school
but im asking for way to much
and I know this wont happen to me,
all that will happen to me is go to hell
hell will be my new home in sometime
but not some time soon.
I wish I didn't have this feeling
its so hard to get rid of
Im glad I am taking this pain
instead of someone else
I am even more hurt
when I see someone going through
the things I have or am now
its just so heart breaking
to see someone hurting this badly
I don't see how someone can
just keep it to themselves
for many years like I have done
I wish I havent broken my heart
so many times in life
once its broken it doesnt fix
thats the hardest part of all
I wish I had never done it
it would have made a huge different
to me and to everyone I love
and there would be no more pain
or even guilt feelings
I would have been able to live the life
thats supposed to be mighty
and to learn how to love
and to accept others for accepting me
it would have given me people
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who care and love for me
and who would never forget about me
why am I typing this
this isnt right for me to be typing
I should just tear it up and throw
it all away
far away into the world
possibly the universe
if anyone reads this
it will probably make them so upset
and hurt in the heart
which I cant handle
so I may now just throw it all away
and tear it to shreds
but wait let me say one more thing
but it may continue on and on
like the rest has
well..what is jelousy
why are my friends jelouse of me
I hate when my friends
who think I have to be with them
and no one else
I like spending time with all my friends
but also alone time with my friend
I hate putting my friends down
and having them feel like im
ignoring them all the time
I never want to ignore them
but they always think I do
I feel so bad when they think I do
when really im just..I dont know
I love hanging out with friends as one
it makes me feel like we are all
together as one
and always there for one another
in times of trouble and need
its so hard seeing a friend walk away
especially if its your fault
I wish I had a twin who could go
with one and I go with the other
I dont know why its so hard
for my friends to accept the fact
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that I have more friends than just  the one
but apparently its too hard
but then again, I understand
I too had done it
which is why I know how it feels
I hate when people are jelous of one another
its just not the right thing to do
its painful for the one in the middle
and hurting to the 2 friends
I dont see how people can have enemies
but I know I use to have one
but one year we made up
and are best friends now
its just hard leaving a friend forever
I have lost so many friends
but I know them still
they lie on the top of my heart
guiding me through songs
I know they haven't left forever
but in life they have
I learned to love my friends
so they will be with me forever
I dont know what I would do without them
the time has come
and will depart
its time to search for a new heart
im going to leave this one
all the way behind
and search my way around
to where I can have a hopeful
loving, caring, heart
I love my friends, this may be it
now I have to say the end
but not really
just goodbye till I see them again
it may be awhile till I see them smile
but I must have patience to be mild
I dont know how I can handle
this move when I have to say goodbye
I have to say goodbye to my
friends, pets, school, teams, and my
amazing students who I love to death
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I miss them already
even though I haven't left
when will it be time to say goodbye
I hope I can do it
if I dont ill break their hearts
I hate hurting people
and this may be a big one
I shouldn't have already planned it
but I have and now..
I have to go through with it all
all the pain
and no way to gain a thing
I wish I could just slip into a drain
where no one would get hurt
and no one would know
its just to painful
for long lasting friends
what will I do with out them
I say again
I wish I could take my dog with me
he will miss me so much
he is my baby and always will
he curls up in a ball and closes his almond eyes
there he lays in peace and silence
keep me warm and secure
he is always on the watch
and aware of me
he knows when something is wrong
and comes to sit by
or runs up to give a big hug
oh how I love his hugs
so big a loving
he is the best
what would I do with out my
dear sweet beau
now im going to move on
with all this writing
and change the subject
actually it will probablly
be the same subject
but who knows
I sure dont know
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I wish I could be open
not like talking open
but you know what
maybe I should just stop
stop all this nonsence
its turning out bad
and making me sad
I feel like the ocean
full of water and dirt
I wish I didnt
but I cant stop it
how do I get rid of this feeling
like im no one
and that no one cares
and why am I feeling like I have no one
no one to be there
for when I need them
I hate the things I hear
they are never good
always depressing and mean
why cant they say nice things to me
I wish I could change them all
but somehow I just cant
its so hard to not listen to
but i end up listening to them anyways
how can I tell them to leave
and leave me the hell alone
but im scared if I do
I don't know what will happen
if I do or what they will say
is there a way
to say shut-up
without having having the fear
build up in my heart
how can I say it
why did they come in the first place
where did they come from
when will the go away
far away, I wish I wish
they  would leave me alone
and never come back ever again
and if they do I dont know how ill exist
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I hope they dont go to my friends
I dont want them to have to go through
all this mess
it is terrible to handle
and probably one of the worsts
shall I keep going
or shall I stop
my life is just so depressing
and empty
there really isnt anything
to say except
the fact that im so plain
like the color white
so useless and helpless
that nothing in this world counts
or atleast doesnt for me
my soul so empty
my heart so dreary
the tears in my eyes
so clear like the sky
my face is so red
like the flames of death
its so hard to see
the colors of freedom
if there is such a thing
the birds are singing
such a sweet rythmn
they sound so peaceful
and so happy
I wish I was peaceful
and my life weren't so crappy
its all so confusing
and all so frustrating
its so complicated
and so hard to deal with
if freedom free
or is it something to gain
what is the answer
and the answer to life
well the answer to life
is you have to live the life
you want and fufill it with hope
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and to share it with someone
as might as you
once you find the special someone
your troubles and fears will soon be gone
so I say again love your life
and your life will be loved
life it what you make it
and will be affected by those around
and will affect them as well
it is so hard to not hurt someone
its probably the hardest thing in life
I wish there wasnt hurt
if there werent things would be easier
and well as less stressful
but you make the stress
and cause the pain
 
Lizee Beth
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My Grandmother
 
since I was a baby,
you took care of me
now I'm almost seventeen
and your baby, I still be
I'm older and wiser
and busy as a bee
but there is no ecxuse
for my forgetfulness of thee
your birthday passed by me
and I'm sorry as can be
you're very special
and you always will be
if it wasn't for you
who knows where I'd be
today, I look around me
and everything I see
I have because of the things
you taught to me
I look at myself
and guess what I see
part of you grandmother
the better part of me
I know that it's late
but this is my birthday
blessing to thee
God made angels
among all of us
you, my grandmother
was one that He touched
and He gave you me
when I was lost
you gave me a home
and loved me a lot
somehow you did it
even when it was tough
you raised me as yours
you gave up a lot
now I'm all grown up
and I like looking back
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to the times we spent together
remember how we laughed
God made you special
you did all the rest
My Grandmother the Angel
you are one of the BEST
 
Lizee Beth
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This Is For My Ex-Boyfriend's Cousin Kenzee Dennis
 
on your birthday
I wish for you the fulfillment
of all your fondest dreams
I hope that for every candle on your cake
you get a wonderful suprise
I wish for you that
whatever you want most in life
it come to you
just the way you imagined it
or even better
I hope you get as much pleasure
from our friendship as I do
I wish we were sisters
so I could have known you
from the beginning
I look forward to
enjoying our friendship
for many more of your birthdays
I'm so glad you were born
because you brighten my life
and fill it with joy
 
Happy 20th Birthday Kenzee
 
Lizee Beth
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This Is For My Ex-Boyfriend's Mother Anjee Stiles
 
Anjee you're like an angel
sent from up above
with all your kindness, tenderness
and everlasting love
 
you have always looked after me
and taught me right from wrong
and when I'm down or worried
it's always you that comes along
 
you're not just a mom but a friend of mine
a friend I can't replace
and everytime I think of you
all I see is your smiling face
 
I thank you Anjee for bearing me
and allowing me to see these times
because if it wasn't for you Miss Anjee
I could never write down these lines
 
Lizee Beth
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Walking Alone
 
Destination drawing near
sound of silents piercing death ears
walking along the frosty roads
answering to myself with a burden and load
 
stale smelling breath lingers around
as I keep on walking till I find that is found
forgotten whats real as phychosis reveals
blisters and sores bone breaking heals
 
walking alone comes to us all
the young the old the short the tall
eating you up like your no good
till one day you'll finally have understood
 
feet march on like every beat to your heart
grasping at memories until they fall apart
one way to go down this lonely road
trying to save ones soul and keep hold
 
finding some hope in your heart
to end a journey begin a new start
in the end its decomposed bones
time to take a path to end my walk alone
 
Lizee Beth
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While You'Re Gone
 
My days are empty,
Nights are so long.
Everything brings you to mind,
Like your favorite song.
 
Clock keeps on moving,
As time flashes by.
Nine months today,
I still wonder why.
 
Memories haunt me,
In the dark of night.
Silenced, I reach for you,
Knowing it isn't right.
 
Tears barely fall,
Rage an apparent friend.
Regret follows guilt,
A heart, numbness defends.
 
Denial shadows thoughts,
Subconscious too shocked to realize.
Soul has yet to acknowledge,
Your very sudden demise.
 
Sickened, I'm emotionless,
A struggle to go on.
Lost in pointless wonderment,
Oh, I barely belong.
 
I yearn to hold you,
Feel the touch of your hand.
Question how we got here,
Almost impossible to understand.
 
Torn from my darkened reality,
I fight to hold on.
It's difficult to breathe,
Breathe while you're gone.
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Lizee Beth
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